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Take a breath. Pray it’s not your last. Just a few months after a terrifying case that nearly took her life,
Detective Lucy Harwin is back with her squad in the coastal town of Brooklyn Bay – and this time, she’s
faced with a case more horrifying than anything she’s encountered. Along with her partner, Detective Mattie
Jackson, Lucy is investigating what appears to be a vicious but isolated murder; a woman found bludgeoned to
death on a lonely patch of wasteland.
But when a second victim is discovered strangled in an alleyway, then a young family shot in their own home,
Lucy and the team must face the unthinkable reality - a killer is walking the streets of their town. While Lucy
and the team try to find the link between these seemingly unconnected murders, they uncover a disturbing
truth – these murders are replicating those carried out by infamous serial killers. Lucy must get to the killer
before he strikes again. But he’s got his sights on her, and is getting ever closer… Can she save herself, before
she becomes the final piece in his twisted game? A dark, gripping and sinister crime novel that will hook fans
of Patricia Gibney, Joy Ellis and Angela Marsons from the very first page. Readers are raving about Dying
Breath: ‘Loved this book so much. I read it in one sitting, it’s such a page turner. It’s a fast paced thriller with
plenty of twists in the plot, that keeps you guessing to the end...I would give it 10 stars if I could.’ Goodreads
reviewer ‘I found myself sitting for hours glued to the screen of my Kindle…Helen Phifer has written another

great book that has kept her in my top authors list.’ Nigel Adams Bookworm ‘AMAZING book…really pulls
you in with every page…this is a MUST READ.’ Goodreads reviewer ‘Kept me hooked all the way through;
full of twists…An explosive storyline and really likeable characters provide a great read and I can't
recommend this book highly enough.’ Goodreads reviewer ‘Captivating and thrilling; this one was hard to put
down. It was extremely well written, it was dark, suspenseful and the twists just kept coming.’ Bonnie's Book
Talk ‘What a book! I absolutely LOVED this breathtakingly fast-paced, tense and astounding story. One of the
best crime novels I have read.’ Renita D’Silva ‘Its twists, turns and very likeable protagonist kept me
enthralled from start to finish and I read it in one sitting.’ Goodreads reviewer Read what everyone is saying
about Helen Phifer: ‘I really enjoyed this book, the writing is engaging, honest and believable…I devoured it
over 2 evenings and I stayed up until WAY past my bedtime on the first night because I didn't want to put it
down!’ Urban Sapphire ‘What a book! I really enjoyed reading this one…What better place to set a chiller
thriller than an old asylum full of atmosphere and old ghosts?’ Mrs Bloggs Books ‘There are many different
and unusual twists and turns throughout the story that

